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MOVEMENT LAWYERING READING GUIDE
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SECTION 1: DEFINING “MOVEMENT LAWYERING”

A. Models of Movement Lawyering


Assesses the value of “mindfulness” in legal practice. “Mindfulness” sets aside typical adversarial and zero-sum approaches and opens up new relationship-based possibilities in the fight for justice. Draws on a case study of a housing development project in West Oakland.


Reviews Gerald P. Lopez’s Rebellious Lawyering,¹ which contributed significantly to scholarly discussions on how transformative theories can influence the practice of law itself. Examines the process of empowering client communities through advocacy and education, in the context of racial subordination and the distortion of narratives.


Examines the effects of the movement of cause lawyers into the government during the Obama administration. Destabilizes the traditional paradigm of adversarial tension between cause lawyers and

* Founder and Executive Director, Movement Law Lab; Co-Founder, Law for Black Lives.
** The original list is available at https://ccrjustice.org/sites/default/files/attach/2015/06/SJI_Reading_List.pdf.
*** Professor and Director of the Monroe H. Freedman Institute for Legal Ethics.
government lawyers. Provides examples with a focus on the Defense of Marriage Act.\(^2\)

**Eduardo R.C. Capulong, Client Activism in Progressive Lawyering Theory, 16 CLINICAL L. REV. 109 (2009).**

Argues that the goals, contexts, and methods of client activism have been undertheorized in progressive lawyering. Progressive lawyers are likely to misunderstand their own roles in promoting social change. Undertakes a historical inquiry into the ultimate political aims of progressive lawyering, the sociopolitical context, and broader conceptions of activist strategies.


Defines political lawyering as having a “politicized” orientation to the goals, commitments, and relationships of legal work. Calls for a self-conscious and aspirational approach, recognizing that legal practice always involves the exercise of power with systemic consequences.

**Lucie White, Paradox, Piece-Work, and Patience, 43 HASTINGS L.J. 853 (1992).**

Urges academics to constantly question the assumptions that underlie existing theoretical frameworks about poverty lawyering. Theory should not be prepackaged or prescriptive, but rather should emerge from dialogic, situated, open-ended, and ongoing explorations of poverty lawyers’ practices.


Argues existing attorney-client models are inadequate to structure such relationships between lawyers and people in the process of organizing because they are designed either for fully formed, established, and hierarchical groups, or for constituents who remain atomized and passive throughout representation. Defines five concrete models of practice for lawyers representing groups in the process of organizing.

**Paul R. Tremblay, Surrogate Lawyering: Legal Guidance, sans Lawyers, 31 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 377 (2017).**

Proposes “surrogate lawyering,” the practice of public interest law firms using scarce lawyer time to train and advise community-based organization staff members to respond to legal issues their constituents encounter as a means to deliver legal services to disadvantaged people. Assesses the ethical implications of the surrogate lawyering venture,

including the attorney-client relationship and the unauthorized practice of law.


Calls for “revolutionary lawyering” as a collaborative method of dismantling and radically restructuring our current legally protected systems. Poverty, wealth, racism, materialism, and militarism will not be changed by small revisions or modest reforms. Urges reflective activism.

B. Typology/Bibliographies


Develops, extends, and critiques Douglas NeJaime’s argument that not only litigation, but litigation loss, can bolster and mobilize social movements. Considers novel potential negative consequences of litigation strategies for social movements, such as deradicalization and the reshaping of social movements.


Locates the productive function of litigation loss in social movements. Reconfigures limitations of litigation within a framework of law and social change. Draws on examples from the LGBT-rights and Christian rights movements.


Reflects on how “people’s lawyers” in the Philippines play a substantial role in combating repression and corrupt practices in a post-colonial context. Calls for further research on lawyers’ roles in people’s struggles.

Gwendolyn M. Leachman, From Protest to Perry: How Litigation Shaped the LGBT Movement’s Agenda, 47 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 1667 (2014).

Empirically examines how litigation shapes the substantive agenda of a social movement. Reexamines critiques of civil rights lawyering through a case study of the movement for LGBT rights. Exposes systemic processes that privilege movement litigation relative to protest.

---


Argues, inter alia, that movements, acting alone, are rarely able to destabilize the meaning of constitutional principles. Movements are most successful when taking advantage of broad-based social, economic, or technological changes that unsettle conventional understandings about the relationship of constitutional principles.


Argues that specialization in legal services and clinics negatively affects poor clients because lawyers are less able to treat clients’ problems in an integrated or holistic manner. The disappearance of neighborhood legal services offices has also made poverty lawyers less accessible. Uses a Miami case study to showcase a “one-stop shopping” service model.


Treats courts as spaces in which political and social movements, supported by progressive attorneys, can agitate for their legal and political agendas. Diminishes the value of winning or losing and circumscribes the role of the judge. Calls for the use of courts to provoke public debate, energize the movement, or expose specific aspects of social justice.


Collects published works on how law and lawyering relate to grassroots organizing. A resource tool for community lawyers, divided into sections.


Argues that lawyers representing the dispossessed, exploited, and powerless need to craft different ethical and practice protocols that accept messy, disorganized, and contentious group representation. Attempts to review community group representation through the lens of a traditional “law of lawyering” perspective.

Reviews Susan D. Carle’s introduction to the historical and theoretical background of legal ethics and treatment of lawyer’s ethical obligations as regards to social justice.


Discusses how hierarchies within social justice lawyering cause serious harm by devaluing direct service work performed primarily by women. Critiques the rhetoric of hierarchy as representative of binary male thinking. Offers a historical account of this devaluation and proposes a more inclusive vision of progressive lawyering.


Examines iconic legal campaigns to advance progressive causes and explores the implications of their construction and critique for the study of lawyers and social movements. Synthesizes examples of significant contemporary campaigns that respond to concerns about lawyering in progressive movements, concluding that critiques of such lawyering have been misplaced.


Explores the rise of movement lawyering over the past decade. Explains why movement lawyering has gained prominence, defines its essential features, and explores what it reveals about efforts to work out an empirically grounded and normatively appealing vision of the lawyer’s role in social change.


Takes a look at ethics issues particularly relevant to movement lawyers by providing a historical overview of the movement lawyer. Argues for development of legal ethics literature.


Argues that the often critical account of the role that lawyers played in past progressive social movements should be reconsidered. The analysis locates lawyers next to nonlegal actors, who have to confront their own challenges, such as leadership struggles and debates of the pace of change. Asks how the evaluation of lawyers in social movements
might change if the same analytical tools used to highlight the limits of legal advocacy were applied to nonlegal strategies.


Considers myths about the history of civil rights activism that have tended to cloud assessments about current civil rights law and its future direction. Argues that correcting those myths can help illuminate promising paths for the future.


Introduces the historical and theoretical background of legal ethics, then connects it to real world issues while addressing lawyer's ethical obligations as regards social justice. Provides concrete examples of cases and social movements.

William N. Eskridge, Jr., *Some Effects of Identity-Based Social Movements on Constitutional Law in the Twentieth Century*, 100 MICH. L. REV. 2062 (2002).

Surveys, *inter alia*, the deployment of constitutional doctrine from the perspective of constitutional litigators acting on behalf of social movements. Relies heavily on the litigators' words and ideas and focuses on how the litigators translated the problems and aspirations of women and minorities.

SECTION 2: BEYOND THE BLACK LETTER: THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS OF MOVEMENT LAWYERING

A. Critical Race Theory & LatCrit


Calls for legal scholars to draw on LatCrit scholarship in order to move beyond the simplicity of binary paradigms, especially the outsider/insider dichotomy. Uses the author's own story, in narrative form, to discuss how individuals can simultaneously hold outsider and insider positions. Urges us to move beyond paradigms that essentialize one aspect of identity.
Reflects on how rights in property are contingent on, intertwined with, and conflated with race. Examines the emergence of whiteness as property and its persistence over time. Offers preliminary thoughts on how to reconstruct affirmative action to challenge these developments.

Suggests that the principle of “interest convergence” explains the decision in *Brown v. Board of Education* and the subsequent development of school desegregation law. *Brown* must be understood at least in part in terms of its pragmatic value to whites. Subsequent divergences in the interests of blacks and whites point to the need to focus on improving the quality of existing schools.

Challenges the notion of color blind constitutionalism, as used by the Supreme Court. Analyzes the ways in which white racial domination is supported, protected, or disguised by themes related to color blind constitutionalism. Suggests an alternate model for constitutional consideration of race, derived from First Amendment doctrine on religion.

Critiques the rejection of rights-based theory in Critical Legal Studies (“CLS”), as it applies to the black struggle for civil rights. CLS has ignored the value of rights-assertion and the benefits of rights. Examines contradictory social understandings between blacks and whites on the degree to which rights-assertion is experienced as (dis)empowering.

**B. Intersectionality & Race/Class/Gender/Post-colonial Analysis**

Examines three U.S. court cases on civil rights and sexual rights (*Brown*, *Goodridge*, and *Lawrence*) through the lens of political

---

5. Id.
economy, to tell a cautionary story of how lessons may be drawn from these cases. The outcomes of these ostensible victories must be seen in the context of the success of neoliberalism and the rise of structural liberalism.


Critiques Derrick Bell’s Race, Racism and American Law. Bell takes a critical and instrumentalist approach in examining whether doctrinal developments have improved, worsened, or left unchanged the actual lives of American blacks. It is a challenge to adopt teaching strategies in this area that avoid the myths of liberal reform.


Identifies how identity politics tend to conflate or ignore intragroup differences, such that the intersectional identity of women of color becomes virtually invisible. Explores the race and gender dimensions of violence against women of color, focusing on battering and rape.


Deploys critical race theory (“CRT”) to challenge the universality and neutrality of international law. Highlights the emancipatory potential of CRT as a project of “outsider” jurisprudence, despite its particularized origins, through the use of multidimensionality and intersectionality.


Considers women of color as a paradigm group for the utilization of multiple consciousness as jurisprudential method. Urges lawyers to make a deliberate choice to see the world from the standpoint of the oppressed.


Draws on a case about the prohibition of wearing braided hairstyles in the workplace to discuss personal encounters with the intersection of racism and sexism in American culture. Examines limitations in how the courts have treated race- and sex-based claims in antidiscrimination law.

8. Derrick Bell, Race, Racism and American Law (Little, Brown and Co. 2d ed. 1980).

Explores how trans politics and emerging trans organizations can benefit from critical analyses of the nonprofit industrial complex and of neoliberalism's cooptation of activism. Seeks to build trans resistance through meaningful engagement with antiracist and anticapitalist politics.

**C. Client & Community “Voice”**


Adopts a critical storytelling approach to examine the contextual constraints of poverty law practice. Seeks to build a typology of how clients, lawyers, and legal decision makers all tell, receive, and translate stories. Advises on establishing ethical dialectic interactions with clients.


Problematises the “sterile” pleadings typically drafted by lawyers, which obscure the client’s identity, lived experience, and the root causes of systemic injustice. Draws on journalists’ and historians’ narrative framing and literary techniques to reimagine persuasive “thicker pleading.”


Reviews the history of impact litigation in the 1960s-1970s, its successes in advancing systemic reforms, and the conditions that led poverty lawyers to explore alternative litigation strategies in the 1980s. Discusses the value of clients participating in public events “parallel” to litigation.


Recounts the story of an attempt by a poor woman to participate meaningfully in an administrative hearing at a welfare office. Explores the ways that gender, race, and class subordination have systematically devalued the speech of subordinated groups in procedural legal rituals.

Assesses the role of storytelling as a means for destroying the prevailing mindset of the dominant group. Illustrates how stories structure reality and examines the use of storytelling in the struggle for racial reform.


Asserts that lawyers should use storytelling techniques to more effectively characterize their client, the judge, and the role of the lawsuit in the client’s story. Discusses how to develop persuasive narrative themes framing the client as a hero on a transformative life journey.

**SECTION 3: MOVEMENT LAWYERING AND INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS**


Proposes that international law needs to have a theory of resistance in order to remain relevant to contemporary events and cosmopolitan values. Such a theory should reframe international law through the lens of social movements, rather than states or individuals. International lawyers should strive to overcome their reluctance or inability to seriously consider Third World social movements.


Raises questions for human rights practitioners about whether the international human rights movement has serious drawbacks despite its accomplishments. Urges legal professionals to adopt a pragmatic attitude toward human rights by weighing the costs and benefits of invoking, institutionalizing, and enforcing rights.


Examines whether human rights advocacy can be enhanced through awareness of the dangers of essentializing, otherizing, and revictimizing the subjects of such advocacy. Argues that law school clinics should teach a client-centered model of human rights lawyering in order to ameliorate some of these concerns.

Presents Third World Approaches to International Law ("TWAIL") as standing in opposition to the international legal regime. Asserts that international law is an imperial project and traces the historical evolution of TWAIL as a discipline.


Critiques the international women’s rights movement for reinforcing the image of women in postcolonial contexts as victim subjects, particularly through violence against women campaigns. Looks at India as a case study to critique “feminist” positions that do not embrace an emancipatory politics for women.


Discusses the global development of clinical legal education, the importance of comparative analysis, and the meaning of the spread of clinical legal education as a contingent and contested phenomenon. Clinical legal education should be worked critically into broader theoretical frameworks about globalization, in terms of whether it creates or shuts down opportunities for social change.

SECTION 4: LAW SCHOOL AND MOVEMENT LAWYERING

A. Finding Your Place in the Dislocating Law School Experience


Describes one public interest attorney’s legal education and early career, focusing on how critical race theory and small acts of resistance helped her to counter disempowerment and intimidation at law school.


Asserts that law schools are intensely political places which provide ideological training for willing service in the hierarchies of the corporate welfare state. Students are co-opted into acting affirmatively within the channels cut for them, creating the appearance of consent and complicity. Progressive law students should strive to avoid being demobilized.

Law students are “socialized” through legal writing pedagogy, such that the voices of those who have already been historically marginalized by legal language remain suppressed. Law constitutes a “language of power” which compels marginalized persons to translate or encode their experiences, rather than expressing themselves in their own terms.


An exercise in collective storytelling, describing three law students’ social justice activism in law school and identifying the revolutionary potential of the “new student insurgency.” Calls for the creative fusion of critical legal study with clinical practice and coalitional interventions within law schools.


A dialogue between a professor and “Rodrigo” which explores issues of bias and discrimination against people of color in the LSAT, the law school hiring market, and academic publishing. Discusses potential avenues for destabilizing the current dominant culture.


B. Clinics and Movement Lawyering


Reflects on how critical theory offers opportunities for advancing legal strategies in the field of human rights. Identifies dilemmas that remain and examines them through case studies drawn from law clinics. Explores how clinics can address the structural origins of human rights violations.


Advocates for law clinics to return to a neighborhood-based approach, based on its pedagogical and service values. Uses a case study in East Palo Alto. Highlights how to be responsive to community needs
by being physically proximate to the client community and how to enhance the student experience using diverse, flexible methods on a range of issues.


Explores the pedagogical and professional challenges and rewards of community lawyering and clinical legal education. Provides a broad overview of community lawyering practices based on notions of place, engagement, and connectivity.


Envisions an innovative progressive model for law clinics. Cognizant of neoliberal globalization, urges clinics to stop privileging pedagogy over social justice and instead, to focus on movement-building and law reform. Highlights the importance of accounting for political, racial, and cultural contexts.

**SECTION 5: LAWYERING AND ORGANIZING**

*A. Working with Community Organizations & Movements*


Tells the story of a community-based AIDS activist organization in South Africa. Examines their success in court in securing a ruling on access to treatment for the prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV and sets it in the context of an organized movement with strengths and limits.


Uses case studies on gender-based pay equity and animal rights to critique assumptions about the role of cause lawyers in advancing movement reform goals. Suggests lawyers tend to be aware of the pitfalls of litigation strategies and instead offer creative, critical, and sophisticated approaches to legal strategies in coordination with non-
legal tactics. Calls for a more nuanced relational analysis of factors that shape legal roles.


Reviews the historical evolution of law and organizing from the mid-twentieth century to the present and identifies opportunities for innovation in advocacy strategies for social justice. Examines structural tensions, practical barriers, and ethical issues inherent in law and organizing.


Argues that law students should be taught skills beyond the mainstream curriculum in order to be effective community-based lawyers. Such skills include collaboration with community members; acknowledgement of identity, race, and emotion; and adoption of a community perspective on legal problems. Includes concrete examples of techniques and exercises.


Case study of worker’s centers in Los Angeles, demonstrating the importance of communication, participation, and coordination in effective collaborations between lawyers and organizers.


Provides observations and reflections of three community organizers, evaluating the role of lawyers in community organizations. Critiques lawyers for playing a technical role, exerting authority and expertise, and creating dependency within the communities they seek to serve.

B. Balancing Lawyering and Organizing


Examines tensions in law and organizing and how organizers evaluate whether lawyers will add value to campaigns. Concludes that a shared theory of social change, based on the primacy of affected community members is key to effective partnerships in social justice movements.

Discusses the role of lawyers in grassroots organizing, social movements, and building a new world based on an alternative progressive vision. Aims to establish community lawyers as tacticians, rather than saviors or gatekeepers, and views poverty as a symptom of systemic inequality.


Discuss the merits of a “resource-ally” model of community-based workers’ rights lawyering, exemplified by the Urban Justice Center. Lawyers engage in client partnerships but are not directly involved in extralegal activism. Separates roles, ethics, and resource allocation.

SECTION 6: CASE STUDIES ON MOVEMENT LAWYERING

A. National Context


Discuss the practices of social justice lawyers. Calls for social justice lawyers to “reflect on their own practice, determine to what extent the principles that we describe are relevant and/or helpful, and to further refine and develop those principles.”


Discuss the challenges of lawyering within indigenous communities. Calls for the establishment of an ethic of non-exploitation founded on cultural autonomy, self-determination, building trust, and respecting boundaries. Urges lawyers to appreciate the cross-cultural nature of work.


Envisions an innovative model of collaborative justice, in which lawyers equip community residents to form grassroots advocacy groups and to negotiate among themselves and with officials. Uses a case
study to show how to train community residents in integrative bargaining skills.


In depth analysis of United Farm Workers’ legal strategy at the peak of its influence and power, taking a “long view” to ask what law offers labor organizing. Suggests that lawyers can offer creative and experimental legal strategies even without legislative reforms.


Describes the mobilization of movement-centered organizations and formations of undocumented youth against the federal-local immigration enforcement regime of the Bush and Obama administrations. Focuses in particular on the range of roles played by lawyers and the implications of those roles as regards lawyering in social movement activism.


Offers a study of a campaign in which lawyers collaborated with a resistance movement to negotiate a comprehensive settlement agreement between immigrant workers in New York and a corporate chain of high-end restaurants. Examines the dangers and promises of this approach to public interest lawyering.


Examines a campaign by the labor and environmental movements to transform trucking in America’s largest port. Shows how an unprecedented alliance mobilized to improve working conditions for low-income drivers and air quality in nearby communities. Argues that the campaign teaches much about how social movements can utilize the law.


Relates the story of community lawyers’ involvement in a struggle over land development in Boston’s Chinatown. Advises about how to build trust, translate legal concepts to the community, manage community expectations, and respect community choices about legal strategies.
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B. International Context


Tells the story of efforts by residents of a black village in South Africa to resist attempts by the state to destroy the village and displace residents. Examines the exemplary efforts of a lawyer and an organizer as “outsiders” who contributed by educating and empowering villagers.


Describes a rights-based community lawyering response to the 2010 earthquake in Haiti. By bringing individual cases of human rights violations to Haitian courts, human rights lawyers strengthened the ability of the judiciary to respond to the needs of directly affected communities. Organizing and community engagement, operating alongside legal representation, provides valuable openings for communities to claim rights.


Discusses advocating on behalf of poor clients who break laws in order to secure their basic needs. Uses a case study in Tel Aviv, Israel, of ethical dilemmas posed by client squatters who have been evicted from their homes. Looks at how lawyers work within the legal system and simultaneously contests its underlying structure, language, and assumptions.


Uses a case study of housing rights in Johannesburg, South Africa, to examine the role of litigation in a rights-based strategy for social change. Litigation is an incremental and medium-to-long-term strategy of pro-poor change. The poor must become “repeat players” as active participants in the legal system in order to progressively shape legal norms.

SECTION 7: ADDITIONAL READING


The Decline of the Nation-State and the End of the Rights of Man, in Hannah Arendt, The Origins Of Totalitarianism (Schocken Books, 1968).


Derrick Bell, Faces at the Bottom of the Well: The Permanence of Racism (Basic Books 1993).

Austin Sarat et al., Cause Lawyers and Social Movements (Austin Sarat & Stuart A. Sheingold eds., 2006).


Arthur Kino, Rights On Trial: The Odyssey of A People’s Lawyer (Harvard Univ. Press 1983).
